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Decision complacency and conservation planning
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Running title: Decision Complacency

Impact statement: Conservation planners must use systematic decision-making tools and evidence to guide their decisions.
Conservation science evolved to inform the practice of conserving biodiversity, yet widespread researcher-practitioner divide limits the application of science to conservation action. For example, it is widely recognized that the research produced by conservation scientists rarely satisfies the information needs of conservation practitioners and decision makers, who are thus unable to make sufficiently evidence-based decisions (Milner-Gulland et al. 2010; Laurance et al. 2012; O’Connell & White 2017). However, this situation tells only half the story because decision makers themselves may not seek or use evidence to make their decisions, even when it is available, or test the impacts of their actions. Sutherland and Wordley (2017) recently termed this latter phenomenon evidence complacency.

We agree that not using evidence results in suboptimal decision making and risks undermining the ability to meet conservation goals. However, we suggest bad decision making can still occur in conservation even when evidence is used. Once collected and synthesized, evidence must be transformed into decisions through some form of decision-support system to frame the decision context and process the evidence in a systematic and transparent manner that minimizes the influence of the decision makers’ cognitive biases (Segan et al. 2011; Dicks et al. 2014). Because this critical step is not captured by the concept of evidence complacency, we propose the term decision complacency be used in its stead and define it as the nonuse of evidence or systematic processes to make decisions. We illustrate our argument with the example of a high-profile, recent conservation plan for a taxonomic group of global conservation priority, Madagascar’s lemurs.

The Lemur Conservation Strategy 2013-2016 (Schwitzer et al. 2013) was an “emergency conservation action plan” (Schwitzer et al. 2014) seeking to “prevent the extinction of all
Developed by 60 lemur scientists and conservationists during a workshop in Antananarivo in 2012, its principal outputs included a selection of 30 priority sites or site clusters at which conservation efforts should be concentrated and the elaboration of site-specific action plans. Both outputs were informed by evidence (Schwitzer et al. 2013). Nevertheless, we argue that suboptimal decisions were made because no decision-support systems were used to process that evidence systematically.

The site prioritization was informed by empirical evidence, including lemur species richness, number of endangered or critically endangered lemur species (IUCN 2014), and whether a site harbored the only known population of a species (Schwitzer et al. 2013). Nevertheless, no systematic approaches were used either to establish a comprehensive pool of potential sites or select the final priority list. To assess the performance of the prioritization, we produced a simple species-occurrence spreadsheet with data from Schwitzer et al. (2013) and the Noe4D database, a database of over 50,000 faunal locality records in Madagascar derived from museum specimens and the peer-reviewed literature (Waeber et al. 2017). Only 91% of the 101 lemur species were represented in the 30 priority sites, whereas one-third of sites showed redundancy in that they only conserved species already represented in the selection (Fig. 1, Supporting Information). Although redundancy provides additional protection for represented species, it reduces the chances of conserving every species within a limited selection of sites. Representation could have been increased from 91% to 96% by replacing any 2 redundant sites with Ampasindava and Antafondro and to 99% through the substitution of any 7 redundant sites with those containing unrepresented species.
Action plans for priority sites were based on a different form of evidence – expert knowledge of participants with site-specific experience – although again no systematic approaches were employed to process that evidence into decisions. The resulting strategies may be effective, but they are unlikely to be as effective as they might have been had a systematic approach been used to list all potential actions, gather evidence about them, and objectively evaluate the likely effectiveness of each (Segan et al. 2011). Action planning may additionally have been informed by its 1992 predecessor, Lemurs of Madagascar: an Action Plan for Their Conservation (Mittermeier et al. 1992), following a process of monitoring and evaluation. No such process was undertaken.

The nonuse of decision-support tools means that, in effect, both the site prioritisation and site action plans were developed on the basis of expert judgment. Expert knowledge is of course necessary to produce any such conservation plan; however, expert judgments and decisions may be influenced by a range of cognitive biases if elicited without the use of rigorous methods (Drescher et al. 2013; Sutherland & Burgman 2015). Furthermore, there is high potential for consciously or unconsciously self-serving decision making when the decisions will determine which project sites, study sites, or conservation approaches (such as protected-area establishment, community-based management, taxonomic research, captive breeding, or conservation education) are prioritized for future funding. If funds are to be optimally allocated, decision making should be based on systematic and transparent processes to objectively identify priority sites and evaluate the relative strengths of proposed strategies, rather than the subjective judgment of those with a vested interest in the funding of particular actions and places (Pedrono 2011).
We understand decision makers often lack empirical data and may rely on multiple forms of evidence, including experience, intuition, and expert judgment (Cook et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2012), and that conservation plans must be developed rapidly in the face of great uncertainty and are necessarily pragmatic in approach. However, a range of tools and approaches for systematic conservation decision making (CDM) have been developed to ensure that whatever evidence is available – including expert judgment – is rigorously, objectively, and systematically treated to promote optimal decision making (Bower et al. 2017; Schwartz et al. 2017). For example, systematic conservation planning facilitates site prioritizations that maximize species representation at least cost and can incorporate a range of additional (e.g. social and economic) data layers beyond simple species distributions (Margules & Pressey 2000; McIntosh et al. 2017). Tools such as the Open Standards for Conservation (CMP 2013) utilize conceptual models to promote the objective selection of the strategies most likely to succeed in reducing threats and meeting stated objectives. Although both approaches are somewhat technical, this should not preclude their use to make decisions in real-world conservation contexts. Capacity for systematic conservation planning is widespread in Madagascar and the Open Standards are routinely used in management planning for the country’s protected areas. These and equivalent CDM tools can be rapidly applied in workshop settings (Gregory et al. 2012; Di Fonzo et al. 2017), and we strongly recommend their use in all conservation planning if funds are to be allocated optimally.

The Lemur Conservation Strategy 2013-2016 is important because it increased awareness of the lemur conservation crisis, helped in fund raising, and stimulated action. However, we suggest that the systematic use of CDM approaches would have resulted in outputs better suited to its goal of conserving all lemur species. Although we have highlighted a single case study, the problems we identified are likely to be widespread wherever conservation
decisions are made without the involvement of those with CDM experience. Although a range of tools and approaches have been developed to promote good decision making, they are not always used when they are needed most, in the real-world allocation of scarce conservation funds. Understanding why decision makers do not always make the best decisions depends on correctly recognizing and characterizing the problem, and in this respect we believe the term decision complacency better encapsulates the multiple facets of conservation decision making than Sutherland and Wordley’s (2017) alternative. We hope that by recognizing this issue we encourage conservation decision makers to make better use of existing evidence and CDM capacity and to start developing a culture of systematic decision making in conservation.
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The database of lemur occurrence records used for Fig. 1 (Appendix S1) is available online. The authors are solely responsible for the content and functionality of these materials. Queries (other than absence of the material) should be directed to the corresponding author.
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Figure 1. Lemur species richness and uniqueness at selected sites across Madagascar (red, 30 priority sites or site clusters for lemur conservation selected in the Lemur Conservation Strategy [Schwitzer et al. 2013]; blue, other protected areas in Madagascar’s protected-area system that are not priority sites for lemur conservation). Pie charts show lemur species richness (each slice represents 1 species) and the uniqueness of the species recorded at that site (the darker the slice, the fewer priority sites in which it occurs). Blue pie charts contain species unrepresented in the original prioritization (dark blue slices). ‘Gain’ refers to the number of priority sites at which species would occur if these blue sites were included in the priority list.